
Magik Flame LLC. Warranty  

MagikFlame inserts are built in America using high quality components and is constructed 

to last. We do not rely on moving parts to generate our flame effects making our products 

very reliable. Much more so than other fireplaces that create their flames with an electric 

motor and rotating lights. There is less to break on our products. We use LED and LCD 

technology for many years of trouble free operation. MagikFlame inserts are covered by a 

1 year warranty.  

Limited Warranty 

All MagikFlame electric fireplaces are guaranteed to be free of defects at the time of 

shipping. Should your unit fail in 1 year (or less) the unit can be returned for repair or 

replaced at our discretion. If it is determined your unit can be repaired by simply swapping 

parts, MagikFlame will ship you (free of charge) hardware/parts and instructions on how 

to remedy your issue and/or provide phone tech support. If the component that has failed 

is no longer available you will be paid the wholesale value of that part if it fails within the 

warranty period and a replacement is not available. If the item needs to be returned do so 

in the original box with foam. Any returns for warranty issues not in the original box will 

be void. Please keep all original packaging material as items can not be returned for 

service without the original boxes. 

Warning About the HoloFlame 

The HoloFlame 28″ insert makes use of holographic glass that has a special optical coating 

on it that makes it very reflective. Be aware that when you set this fireplace in your room 

bright ceiling lights and windows may be visible in a reflection in the glass. The HoloFlame 

looks best in dim lighting away from bright reflecting light sources. When viewed from a 

proper seated position (6-8 feet away from the firebox, seated, and looking directly into the 

insert reduces most un-wanted reflections). Returns due to the reflective nature of the glass 

are considered non-defective and you are responsible for return shipping fees and the 

original shipping fees when returning. Please be sure to view your product at the proper 

angle with dim lighting for best performance. Like any other electric fireplace the 

MagikFlame is best viewed from straight on and looks less-good when viewed from 

extreme angles offset to either side. Be aware of the reflective nature of the glass before 

ordering and call if you have questions. 

Furthermore in order to properly optimize the MagikFlame for best performance and to 

ensure the flames look like they are coming from in front of, and on top of the logs we 

suggest setting the fireplace as follows. First ensure your logs go completely on and off 

when pressing the orange button on the power menu. If you logs do not go completely on 

and off when pressing the orange circle call tech support so we can assist you to sync your 

logs. Next it’s important you have the right flame playing to ensure your fireplace looks 



like the web site. Find the flame of a camp-fire that has flames only from the center of the 

logs AND has smoke blowing from left to right. There is only one flame like this. Go one 

more flame to the right for the flame shown on the web site and in most videos/images. 

Other flames may not appear to be coming from in front of the logs and some flames appear 

to be coming from behind the logs. To get the best appearance we recommend choosing 

the flame using the instructions set-fourth here. 

Freight Inspection Policy 

It is the responsibility of the end user to carefully inspect your MagikFlame fireplace upon 

delivery, to ensure that it is free of physical defects and damages that may have occurred 

during transit. It is critical that you do not sign for your fireplace until you have thoroughly 

inspected the outer packaging boxes and also the contents within. Do not let the freight 

driver leave until you have taken the time to check the contents of each box for damage 

before signing the bill of lading. If any damage is notated upon inspection MagikFlame 

will ship at no cost replacement parts. However, any damage that is not notated on the bill 

of lading will not be covered under our replacement policy. It is critical that all boxes are 

checked upon delivery and that all contents are confirmed to be damage free before 

releasing the freight company of liability by signing the bill of lading. Damaged materials 

are not considered a valid reason for return of non-defective merchandise, since 

replacements are sent free of charge, for all notated damage. Returns of non-defective units 

that have not been signed for as damaged upon delivery are considered non-defective and 

fall within our non-defective returns policy (IE: refunds minus shipping + reconditioning 

fee) as stated below.  


